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A guiding message:

I New Mexico already has many health disparities

I Current trends in precision medicine depend on massive
economies of scale that create barriers to access

I Lack of access to genomics-based diagnostics will amplify
existing health disparities

I New Mexico must pro-actively help counter these trends

Solution: develop genomics capability that will be
accessible throughout New Mexico to advance
health care and drive economic growth



Health outcomes worsen in rural regions
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Smoking Pulmonary disease Obesity Mortality (age 1–24) Mortality (age 25–64)

— Meit et al. (2014)



The Future: The Precision Medicine Initiative



The $1,000 genome: Veritas Genomics

I Genome-based diagnostics are the promise for improved health
care



The $1,000 genome requires a $10,000,000 investment

I Additional associated equipment and expertise required

I 2–3 month delay: cannot provide real-time analysis of
outbreaks or cancer progression, for example

I The $1,000 genome is possible only with massive
economies of scale



The Future: Precision Medicine with elite partners

I Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota
I Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee
I Broad Institute, Cambridge, Massachusetts
I Verily (formerly Google) Life Sciences, Mountain View,

California
I Scripps Research Institute, San Diego California
I Vibrent Health, Fairfax, Virginia
I Columbia University Medical Center, New York City
I Northwestern University, Chicago
I University of Arizona, Tucson
I University of Pittsburgh



Amplifying health disparities

I High volume genome sequencing and economies of scale are
driving the conversation around genome-based diagnostics and
precision medicine

I Precision medicine based upon high-volume genome
sequencing will be available only in elite medical facilities

I Small, rural, and tribal clinics will at best have access
indirectly

I Current trends in genomics will amplify health disparities



Keeping it simple:
The obvious solution to reducing disparities

Develop genomic diagnostic technology that:

I Is low cost to operate,

I Requires little clinical investment,

I Demands little technical expertise, and

I Can be deployed outside elite molecular genetics laboratories.

Leverage comparative advantages to allow New
Mexico to benefit from precision medicine and
advance economically



Comparative advantages of this project

I Existing handheld DNA
sequencing devices are leveraged

I Genome coverage is tunable to
allow a broad spectrum of
diagnostics

I Procedure is easy to perform

I Real-time analysis: data are
available within minutes

I Low operating cost and minimal
investment: targeting $10 assays
requiring less than $10,000
investment



Project goal: validate the fundamental approach

I Verify comparability between high-throughput instruments,
e.g., HiSeq, and handheld units, e.g., MinION

I Verify consistency among runs and samples

I Verify tunability

The outcome of this project will be validated handheld
DNA sequencing technology that is suitable for
deployment in any medical facility worldwide and that
is a foundation for a broad spectrum of diagnostics.
Widespread access will help counter the disparities in
access to health care currently being amplified by the
trends in precision medicine.



Significance and impact

The proposed handheld technology has
broad scope for economic development in
addition to improving health care.

New Mexico must advance approaches to
precision medicine that will reduce, not
amplify, disparities in health care and
health outcomes.


